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The theory ofAlchemy, though arcane, is very simple; its basis in-
deed may be comprehended in that only statement ofArnold di Vil-
lanova, in his Speculum, that there abides in nature a certain pure
matter, which, being discovered and brought by art to perfection,
converts to itselfproportionally all imperfect bodies that it touches..
And this would seem to be the true ground ofmetalline transmutation, and of every other;
namely, the homogeneity of the radical substance of things; and on the alleged fact that metals,
minerals, and all diversified natures, being of the same created first principles, may be reduced
into their common basis or mercurial first matter, the whole Hermetic doctrine appears to
hinge and proceed. The multiform body of the world lies open, but the source everywhere is oc-
cult; nor does ordinary analysis at all discover this Universal Matter of the adepts. It has been
accordingly objected, that natural species cannot be transmutable, because the transmutation of
different species one into another necessarily implies mixtion and a spurious offspring: thus,
that if it were even admitted possible by any means to infuse gold into lead or other inferior
form, it would still remain imperfect, and the better species be defiled by the vile admixture;
that the result would not in fact be gold at all, but of a middle nature, according to the propor-
tionate virtue of the metals conjoining, golden or leaden, or as the case might be. Since species
are indestructible, therefore, the transmutation ofmetals has been regarded as a sophistical pro-
position and not a true art.
And this argument the alchemists also admitting, have sometimes seemed to contradict themselves and their science; but such is not
really the case and only from want of understanding them has it been supposed so. It is not species that they profess to transmute; nor
do they ever teach in theory that lead as lead, or mercury as mercury specificate, can be changed into gold, any more than a dog into a
horse; a tulip into a daisy, or vice versa, in this way, anything of unlike kind; but it is the subject-matter of these metals, the radical
moisture of which they are uniformly composed, that they say may be withdrawn by art and transported from inferior Forms, being set
free by the force of a superior ferment or attraction. Species, says Friar Bacon, are not transmuted, but their subject-matter rather, Spe-
cies non transmutantur, sed subjecta specierum optime et propriisime: therefore the first work is to reduce the body into water, that is,
into mercury, and this is called Solution, which is the foundation of the whole art.
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